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Explainable Machine Learning

The Need for Explanations:

Why did the machine learning system

I Classify my company as high risk for money laundering?

I Reject my bank loan?

I Predict this patient can safely leave the intensive care?

I Mistake a picture of a husky for a wolf?

I Reject the profile picture I uploaded to get a public transport card?1

I . . .

Information-Theoretic Constraints:

I Cannot communicate millions of parameters!

I Can communicate only some relevant aspects and/or need
high-level concepts in common with user

1Personal experience
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Machine Learning: Binary Classification

s
x1

x2

f (x) = 0

-1

+1

I Goal: classify an input x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd as class −1 or class +1

I Usually by thresholding a real-valued classifier f : Rd → R,
e.g. predicted class is sign(f (x))

I Classifier f obtained by minimizing error on training data
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Local Post-hoc Explanations

s
x1

x2

f (x) = 0

-1

+1

input x to
be explained

I Local: only explain the part of f that is (most) relevant for x

I Post-hoc: ignore explainability concerns when estimating f
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Local Explanations via Attributions




x1
x2
...

xd−1

xd







ϕf (x)1
ϕf (x)2

...
ϕf (x)d−1

ϕf (x)d



= ϕf (x)

− +

φf (x) ∈ Rd attributes a weight to each feature, which explains
how important the feature is for the classification of x by f .

Example: low d , linear f

f (x) = θ0 +
d∑

i=1

θixi

φf (x)i = θi could be coefficient of xi

I NB This example is too simple! In general φf (x) will depend on x .
But many methods can be viewed as local linearizations of f .
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Example: Gradient-based Explanations

Various gradient methods2

Sharper sensitivity maps: removing noise by adding noise

Figure 4. Effect of sample size on the estimated gradient for inception. 10% noise was applied to each image.

Figure 5. Qualitative evaluation of different methods. First three (last three) rows show examples where applying SMOOTHGRAD had
high (low) impact on the quality of sensitivity map.

I Vanilla gradient: φf (x) = ∇f (x)

I SmoothGrad: φf (x) = EZ∼N (x,Σ)[∇f (Z )] (Smilkov et al., 2017)

I . . .

2Image source: (Smilkov et al., 2017)
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Example: LIME

LIME (Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin, 2016): Do local linear approximation
of f near x (optionally in dimensionality reduced space), and report
coefficients

LIME for tabular data:3

(classifying edibility of mushrooms)

3Image source: https://github.com/marcotcr/lime
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Example: LIME

LIME (Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin, 2016): Do local linear approximation
of f near x (optionally in dimensionality reduced space), and report
coefficients

LIME for images:3

(a) Original Image (b) Explaining Electric guitar (c) Explaining Acoustic guitar (d) Explaining Labrador

Figure 4: Explaining an image classification prediction made by Google’s Inception neural network. The top
3 classes predicted are “Electric Guitar” (p = 0.32), “Acoustic guitar” (p = 0.24) and “Labrador” (p = 0.21)

4. SUBMODULAR PICK FOR
EXPLAINING MODELS

Although an explanation of a single prediction provides
some understanding into the reliability of the classifier to the
user, it is not su�cient to evaluate and assess trust in the
model as a whole. We propose to give a global understanding
of the model by explaining a set of individual instances. This
approach is still model agnostic, and is complementary to
computing summary statistics such as held-out accuracy.

Even though explanations of multiple instances can be
insightful, these instances need to be selected judiciously,
since users may not have the time to examine a large number
of explanations. We represent the time/patience that humans
have by a budget B that denotes the number of explanations
they are willing to look at in order to understand a model.
Given a set of instances X, we define the pick step as the
task of selecting B instances for the user to inspect.

The pick step is not dependent on the existence of explana-
tions - one of the main purpose of tools like Modeltracker [1]
and others [11] is to assist users in selecting instances them-
selves, and examining the raw data and predictions. However,
since looking at raw data is not enough to understand predic-
tions and get insights, the pick step should take into account
the explanations that accompany each prediction. Moreover,
this method should pick a diverse, representative set of expla-
nations to show the user – i.e. non-redundant explanations
that represent how the model behaves globally.

Given the explanations for a set of instances X (|X| = n),
we construct an n⇥ d0 explanation matrix W that represents
the local importance of the interpretable components for
each instance. When using linear models as explanations,
for an instance xi and explanation gi = ⇠(xi), we set Wij =
|wgij |. Further, for each component (column) j in W, we
let Ij denote the global importance of that component in
the explanation space. Intuitively, we want I such that
features that explain many di↵erent instances have higher
importance scores. In Figure 5, we show a toy example W,
with n = d0 = 5, where W is binary (for simplicity). The
importance function I should score feature f2 higher than
feature f1, i.e. I2 > I1, since feature f2 is used to explain
more instances. Concretely for the text applications, we set
Ij =

pPn
i=1 Wij . For images, I must measure something

that is comparable across the super-pixels in di↵erent images,

Figure 5: Toy example W. Rows represent in-
stances (documents) and columns represent features
(words). Feature f2 (dotted blue) has the highest im-
portance. Rows 2 and 5 (in red) would be selected
by the pick procedure, covering all but feature f1.

Algorithm 2 Submodular pick (SP) algorithm

Require: Instances X, Budget B
for all xi 2 X do

Wi  explain(xi, x
0
i) . Using Algorithm 1

end for
for j 2 {1 . . . d0} do

Ij  
pPn

i=1 |Wij | . Compute feature importances
end for
V  {}
while |V | < B do . Greedy optimization of Eq (4)

V  V [ argmaxi c(V [ {i}, W, I)
end while
return V

such as color histograms or other features of super-pixels; we
leave further exploration of these ideas for future work.

While we want to pick instances that cover the important
components, the set of explanations must not be redundant
in the components they show the users, i.e. avoid selecting
instances with similar explanations. In Figure 5, after the
second row is picked, the third row adds no value, as the
user has already seen features f2 and f3 - while the last row
exposes the user to completely new features. Selecting the
second and last row results in the coverage of almost all the
features. We formalize this non-redundant coverage intuition
in Eq. (3), where we define coverage as the set function c
that, given W and I, computes the total importance of the
features that appear in at least one instance in a set V .

3Image by Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin (2016)
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Exciting Times to Work on Explainability

Lots of open issues:

I Easily manipulated

I Explanation methods often disagree

I Plausible looking explanations may
not represent model being explained
(Adebayo et al., 2018)

I Unclear for which goal approximation
methods are useful

Explanations can be manipulated
and geometry is to blame

Ann-Kathrin Dombrowski1, Maximilian Alber5, Christopher J. Anders1,
Marcel Ackermann2, Klaus-Robert Müller1,3,4, Pan Kessel1

1Machine Learning Group, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany
2Department of Video Coding & Analytics, Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hertz-Institute, Berlin, Germany

3Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik, Saarbrücken, Germany
4Department of Brain and Cognitive Engineering, Korea University, Seoul, Korea

5Charité Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Abstract

Explanation methods aim to make neural networks more trustworthy and inter-
pretable. In this paper, we demonstrate a property of explanation methods which is
disconcerting for both of these purposes. Namely, we show that explanations can
be manipulated arbitrarily by applying visually hardly perceptible perturbations
to the input that keep the network’s output approximately constant. We establish
theoretically that this phenomenon can be related to certain geometrical properties
of neural networks. This allows us to derive an upper bound on the susceptibil-
ity of explanations to manipulations. Based on this result, we propose effective
mechanisms to enhance the robustness of explanations.

Original Image Manipulated Image

Figure 1: Original image with corresponding explanation map on the left. Manipulated image with
its explanation on the right. The chosen target explanation was an image with a text stating "this
explanation was manipulated".

33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada.

Image by Dombrowski et al., 2019
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Fig. 26. The user interface for a prompt. The user is shown two explanations for a COMPAS data point, showing the feature importance
value of each of the 7 features. Red and blue indicate negative and positive feature values, respectively. See the text for more details.

E.2 Prompts Used

In this section, we share the 15 prompts that we showed users. Each prompt highlights a pair of di�erent explainability
algorithms on a COMPAS data point. For each pair, we chose the data point from the entire COMPAS set that maximized
the rank correlation between the explanations.

E.3 User Study �estions

In each of the �ve prompts, we asked participants the following questions, which we refer to as Set 1. Questions 3-4
were only shown if the user selected Mostly agree, Mostly disagree, or Completely disagree to Question (1).

(1) To what extent do you think the two explanations shown above agree or disagree with each other? (choice
between Completely agree, Mostly agree, Mostly disagree, Completely disagree)

(2) Please explain why you chose the above answer.
(3) Since you believe that the above explanations disagree (to some extent), which explanation would you rely on?

(choice between Algorithm 1 explanation, Algorithm 2 explanation, It depends)
(4) Please explain why you chose the above answer.

After answering all �ve prompts, the user was then asked the following set of questions, which we refer to as Set 2.
Questions 4-9 were only shown if the user selected Yes to Question 3.

(1) (Optional) What is your name?
(2) What is your occupation? (eg: PhD student, software engineer, etc.)
(3) Have you used explainability methods in your work before? (Yes/No)
(4) What do you use explainability methods for?
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In this section, we share the 15 prompts that we showed users. Each prompt highlights a pair of di�erent explainability
algorithms on a COMPAS data point. For each pair, we chose the data point from the entire COMPAS set that maximized
the rank correlation between the explanations.

E.3 User Study �estions

In each of the �ve prompts, we asked participants the following questions, which we refer to as Set 1. Questions 3-4
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After answering all �ve prompts, the user was then asked the following set of questions, which we refer to as Set 2.
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LIME Method SHAP Method

Image by Krishna et al., 2022
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Counterfactual Explanations

“If you would have had an income of e40 000 instead of e35 000,

your loan request would have been approved.”

s
x1

x2

f (x) = 0

-1

+1

x0

xcf0 (counterfactual)

φf (x0)

Counterfactual explanation: xcf
0 = arg min

x :sign(f (x))=+1

dist(x , x0)

Viewed as attribution method: φf (x0) = xcf
0 − x0
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xcf0 (counterfactual)

φf (x0)

Counterfactual explanation: xcf
0 = arg min

x :sign(f (x))=+1

dist(x , x0)

Viewed as attribution method4: φf (x0) = xcf
0 − x0

4Gives scaled coefficients φf (x0)i =
dist(xcf

0 ,x0)

‖θ‖ θi if f is linear
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Explanations with Recourse as their Goal

“If you change your current income of e35 000 to e40 000,

then your loan request will be approved.”

s
x1

x2

f (x) = 0

-1

+1

x0

xcf0

φf (x0)

I Counterfactual methods provide recourse by telling the user how to
change their features such that f takes their desired value.
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More Realistic Variations

Literature background:

I Original counterfactuals (Wachter, Mittelstadt, and Russell, 2017)

I Robust counterfactuals: if users implement recourse approximately,
they should still switch class (Ustun, Spangher, and Liu, 2019)

I Causal models:
I User can only changes features indirectly via causal model of their

actions (Karimi et al., 2021)
I Steer towards actions that truly improve probability of desired class,

not just classifier decision (König, Freiesleben, and Grosse-Wentrup,
2023)

Most discussion in the literature at the level of individuals.

What is the effect at the population level?

13 / 30
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Effect of Recourse on the Population

Before recourse After recourse

What happens to the accuracy of the classifier?

Accuracy matters!

Example: incorrect +1 classifications = users defaulting on loans

15 / 30



Effect of Recourse

Situation before Recourse:

I User distribution: (X0,Y ) ∼ P

I Classifier f : X → {−1,+1}
I Risk: RP(f ) = P(f (X0) 6= Y )

Effect of Recourse:

I User features change from X0 to X

I Need to model use behavior: how does distribution of Y change?

16 / 30



Modeling User Behavior

-1 +1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

x

P(Y = 1|X = x)

I Compliant users: probability of Y after recourse is P(Y |X )

I Defiant users: probability of Y after recourse is P(Y |X0)
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Modeling User Behavior

Examples:
I Credit loan application:

I Compliant: Applicant improves risky behaviour
I Defiant: Applicant tries to “game the system”

I Medical Diagnosis:
I Compliant: Patient improves their health
I Defiant: Patient takes medicine to reduce symptoms

I Job applications:
I Compliant: Applicant improves their skills
I Defiant: Applicant improves their CV

I Compliant users: probability of Y after recourse is P(Y |X )

I Defiant users: probability of Y after recourse is P(Y |X0)
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Learning-theoretic Framework

Situation before Recourse:

I User distribution: (X0,Y ) ∼ P

I Classifier f : X → {−1,+1}
I Risk: RP(f ) = P(f (X0) 6= Y )

I Users’ choice to accept recourse is B ∈ {0, 1} with
Pr(B = 1|X0) = r(X0).

Situation with Recourse:

I Users arrive as before: X0 ∼ P

I Recourse proposal: X cf
0 = arg minx :f (x)=+1 ‖x − X0‖

I Users’ choice to accept is B ∈ {0, 1} with Pr(B = 1|X0) = r(X0):

X = (1− B)X0 + BX cf
0

I Q is the resulting distribution of X0,B,X ,Y

I Risk: RQ(f ) = Q(f (X ) 6= Y )
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Effect of Recourse on Population-level Accuracy

+1 correct
−1 correct
+1 wrong
−1 wrong

R̂P (f
∗
P ) = 0.11 R̂Q(f

∗
P ) = 0.30

Before recourse After recourse
(compliant users)

I Simulation with Gaussian data
I Average nr. of mistakes goes up / accuracy goes down
I Many more customers defaulting on their loans!
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Recourse Increases the Risk

Bayes-optimal
classifier under P:

f ∗P = arg min
f

RP(f )

f ∗P (x) =

{
+1 if P(Y = 1|X0 = x) ≥ 1/2,

−1 otherwise.

Regularity conditions:

I Well-defined setup: {x ∈ X : f ∗P (x) = +1} is closed

I Continuous conditional probabilities: P(Y = 1|X0 = x) = 1/2 for all
x on the decision boundary of f ∗P

Theorem

Then, both if the users are defiant and if the users are compliant,
recourse always increases the risk:
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I Well-defined setup: {x ∈ X : f ∗P (x) = +1} is closed

I Continuous conditional probabilities: P(Y = 1|X0 = x) = 1/2 for all
x on the decision boundary of f ∗P

Theorem

Then, both if the users are defiant and if the users are compliant,
recourse always increases the risk:

RQ(f ∗P ) ≥ RP(f ∗P ).

The inequality is strict if the probability of recourse in the negative class
is non-zero: P(B = 1, f ∗P (X0) = −1) > 0.
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Regularity conditions:
I Well-defined setup: {x ∈ X : f ∗P (x) = +1} is closed
I Continuous conditional probabilities: P(Y = 1|X0 = x) = 1/2 for all

x on the decision boundary of f ∗P

Theorem

Then, both if the users are defiant and if the users are compliant,
recourse always increases the risk:
Defiant case:

RQ(f ∗P )− RP(f ∗P )

= P(B = 1, f ∗P (X0) = −1,Y = −1)− P(B = 1, f ∗P (X0) = −1,Y = +1)

≥ 0.

Compliant case:

RQ(f ∗P )− RP(f ∗P )

= 1
2P(B = 1, f ∗P (X0) = −1)− P(B = 1, f ∗P (X0) = −1,Y = 1) ≥ 0.
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Proof Idea: Defiant Case
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P(Y = 1|X = x)

I Defiant case: Q(Y |X ,X0) = P(Y |X0)

I Recourse misclassifies users from class −1 as class +1
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Proof Idea: Compliant Case
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Strategic Classification

Recourse
accepted

x1

x 2 decision boundary

effective decision boundary

I Suppose recourse accepted deterministically within distance D of
decision boundary

I Cancel effect of recourse by moving decision boundary back by
distance D

Definition

A set of classifiers F is invariant under recourse if for any f ∈ F there
exists a unique f ′ ∈ F such that the decision boundary for f without
recourse is equal to the effective decision boundary of f ′ with recourse.
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Strategic Classification

Assumptions:

I F invariant under recourse

Theorem (Defiant Case)

Recourse has no effect:

min
f∈F

RQf
(f ) = min

f∈F
RP(f ).

I Write Qf instead of Q to emphasize dependence of the effect of
recourse on f .
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Strategic Classification
Assumptions:

I F invariant under recourse

Theorem (Compliant Case)

Recourse may have positive effect:
Let f̄ ∈ arg minf∈F RP(f ) with corresponding f ′ ∈ F that has the same
effective decision boundary after recourse. Then

min
f∈F

RQf
(f ) ≤ RQf ′ (f ′) = min

f∈F
RP(f )−∆,

where ∆ = Pr
(X0,Y )∼P

(f̄ (X0) 6= Y ) − Pr
(X0,Y )∼Qf ′

(f̄ (X0) 6= Y ).

I Think of Qf ′ as moving users away from the decision boundary
compared to P, so likely that ∆ > 0.

I Only case where we find that recourse is beneficial in terms of
accuracy.

I But cancels the effect of recourse and does not help any users from
the original −1 class. Not really what we imagined. . .
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Summary

Algorithmic Recourse:

I Provides explanations that help users overturn an unfavorable
decision by a machine learning system

I Standard example: rejected loan application

Effects of Providing Algorithmic Recourse:
I Classifier accuracy gets (much) worse

I Not just for defiant users, but also for compliant users

I Strategizing may avoid reduced accuracy
I But effect is: same customers get a loan, but some have to jump

through more hoops to get it
I Does not help any customers who originally did not get a loan
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Discussion

Conclusion: Algorithmic recourse is not reliably beneficial

Remark:

I This seems inherent to the goal, so changing the method will not
fix it

Possible ways forward:

1. Identify applications in which classifier accuracy is less important
(for the people receiving recourse)
I Not: the standard loan application example
I Alternative: journal paper acceptance, profile picture acceptance for

public transport card, . . .

2. Replace recourse by something else
I For instance: contestability, which allows users to appeal incorrect

decisions
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